
Access to the west wall of Santa Margherita (Monte Gallo):

Drive on the road "Via Barcarello" on the outskirts of Sferracavallo along the coast. Park 
on the roadside about 150m before the little headland (is also the end of the road with a 
turning area) close to the bus stop "Punta Barcarello" (from 30 September free of 
charge).

Walk from the house number 61 on the (only) little road away from the coast in direction 
wall. At the last house the road changes to a indistinct track. Go uphill to the right, 
follow the stone men and pass below a fence. Go on a trail more uphill until a branch-off 
where you can cross to the left to Quota 280 or to the right to Santa Margherita.

To Margherita you cross to the right and pass directly the rocky promontory oft the west 
ridge. Then cross more to the right only little increasing until the trail with stone men 
leads directly up to the foot of wall. Go left or right along the foot of wall to reach the 
tours.

Duration: approximately 30 minutes



Descent:

Cross the grassy slope to the left 
(north) into a wind valley (big stone 
man). 

Previous descent:

Walk downhill on indistinct tracks and go through bush and crushed rock zones in direction 
to the right rocky promontory (direction north). The trail becomes under the rock wall more 
and more clearly and is marked with stone men. 

When the tree and bush zone ends, you go downhill to the left over a stony lawn. Pass the 
bigger rock and go on the crossing hiking trail short to the right. Walk again on a path 
downhill over the stony lawn and on the second hiking path also to the right. At the stone 
man follow the well recognizable path downhill and through a pine forest to the gravel 
walk. Along the coast you get back to the starting point.

Duration: approx. 60 minutes



Picture above:
View from the tail of the tour via 

„Torre Silvia“ in the drection of the 
wind valley

Picture left:
The whole ascent and descent visible 

on the map.


